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INTRODUCTION

S
INC~ 1950 a number of investigations in
vanous parts of the world have been

concerned with the detailed identification of
agricultural crops on black-and-white aerial
photographs (Goodman, 1954, in Illinois;
Hunting Survey Corporation, 1960, in Al
berta; Hunting Technical Services, Ltd.,
1960, in Ghana; Steiner, 1961, in Switzer
land). They have shown some of the possibili
ties, but above all the limitations of conven
tional means and methods. Jt was recognized
that the interpretability of land use depends
highly on season and that no single season
p:rmits the identification of individual crops
with absolute certainty. In some instances it
was suggested that a combination of photo
graphic coverages of the same area taken at
different times during the growing season
might solve the problem. The costs involved
with this approach, however, would be pro
hibitive.

In Germany, Meinberg (1966) obtained a
remarkable accuracy in the conventional
interpretation of detailed land use on color
aerial photographs. But even if it would be
possible to use classical photo interpretation
with success for practical crop surveys, the
speed with which such surveys could be
carried out would depend primarily on the
~vailability of trained, high qualified photo
IOterpreters, who are in short supply. i\Iore
over, conventional photo interpretation re
mains subjective and therefore suffers from
the uncertainties inherent in subjective

* Presented at the Annual Convention of the
.-\merican Society of Photogrammetry, Washing
ton, D. c., March 1969 under the title "Value of
the Time Dimension for Automated Crop Surveys
from Space."

judgmen t. Two photo interpreters working
on the same area will always obtain different
results.

More recently, efforts have been made to
development objective, semi-automatic or
automatic methods of crop surveying from
the air. In Switzerland, the author of this
paper and his collaborators have been con
cerned with the use of a digital computer for
the analysis and the classification of densi to
metric and stereometric measurements made
at sample points on a combination of multi
type photography, incl uding panchromatic,
infrared, true color and false color (Steiner
and Maurer, 1967; Steiner, 1968; Steiner and
Maurer, 1968; Baumberger, 1969; Steiner and
Maurer, 1969). At the Universities of Michi
gan and Purdue, respectively, complex data
handling techniques are being researched to
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determine the suitability of utilizing a rather
sophisticated instrument, namely a multi
channel airborne spectrometer, for purposes
of au toma ted sun'eys of agricul tural areas
(Lo\\'e and Braith\\'aite, 1966; Cardillo and
I.andgrebe, 1968; Laboratory for Agricul tural
I~emote Sensing 1968; Lo\\e, 1968). \\"ith
1his method. the pictorial stage (photography
or imagery) may he skipped and the signals
recei\'ed from the \'arious channels processed
c1irectly Ily an analog or digital compute'".
The final product is a computer printout in
Illap form, or simply a taille summarizing the
area identified as the \'arious crop species
presen t.

In both instances, the approach used is
I)ased on the concept that the combination

With operational earth resources satellites
likely being in orbit in the near future, the
use of the time dimension becomes possible.
if not mandatory, to exploit fully the poten
tial of a sun'eying platform circling the earth
continuously. This, on the other hand, could
mean that the demand on the spectral dimen
sion would be much less and that the use of a
few spectral bands, or e\'en one only, may
supply sufficient information for a reliable
crop classification. The following example
sho)vs some of the power of the application of
discriminant analysis to time-sequence data.

EXAMPLE OF A CROP CLASSIFICATIOX

WITH TIME-SEQUENCE DATA

To demonstrate the methodology we made

.-\SSTRACT: .-1 number of research projects have been concerned with the develop
ment of the technology and/or methodology for automated crop snrveys from air
or spacecraft. Crop parameters are obtained either from measurements on
imagery or by scanning the terrain directly. Sig1lals are processed in analog or
digital comp1lters on the basis of stahstical decision-making procedures. A
multitude of parameters (variables) is usually needed for a crop classification
with a reasonable deg'ree of accuracy. The two basic dimensions which provide
multi-variate information are the spectral dimension and the time dimension.
So far, one has experimented almost exclusively with the spectral dimensi01l
(use of multiba nd 'imagery or of multi-channel spectrometers). The present
paper dem01lstrates the possible lise of the time dimension. Tonal changes in a
given spectral interval are analyzed throughout the growing sectson and informa
tion obtained at a number of seasonal intervals is combined. This approach is
of special interest in the case of an orbiting survey satellite.

of a larger number of crop parameters (photo
graphic densities and height information in
the first case, spectral returns in the second)
is more likely to produce a correct identifica
tion of crops than the use of a si ngle param
eter. Also, in both experi men ts, the
classitication arri\'ed at is produced by a
maximum-likelihood principle commonlv
kno\\'n as a discriminant analysis.

rnstead of combining parameters which
describe crop aspects at one given time, it
would be desirable to perform an integration
of observations taken at a number of different
times throughout the gro\\'ing season. The
logic of the method remains the same. For
example, Steiner and i\Iaurer (1968), in
combining June and July true color photos,
were able to raise the accuracy of crop classi
fication to 75 percent as compared with 40
percent (June) and 29 percent accuracy
(July) on single photo sets. Howe\'er, the
ill\'olvement of aircraft of a surveying plat
form seriously limits the feasibility of repeti
li\"e ubsen'ations for economical reasons.

use of data collected by the author some years
ago on 11 major crop types in various mixed
farming areas of Switzerland (Steiner, 1961).
The crops considered are natural hay. sown
hay, winter wheat. spring wheat, winter rye,
wi ntel' barley, spri ng barley, oats, potatoes,
beets and rape. Densitometric measurements
\\'ere perfo 1"111 ed on a large number of panchro
matic photographs taken at various times
during the growing seasons of several years.
To eliminate the influence of differences in
exposure and processing from film to film and
also of variations in crop phenology from area
to area and from year to year, the data were
standardized. * Thf' rf'stll t consisted of sea-

• The method used for standardization was,
brieAy, the following: The characteristic curve of
individual films was determined either from the
photographic appearance of special panels with
knO\\"I1 reAectances or, where not available, fron,
other objects with know reAectance (for example,
road surfaces), and all density values were cor
rected for a ftlm gamma of 1.0. Furthermore, the
seasonal densitol\letric data were checked ag<linst
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sonal densi tometric profiles for all 11 crop~.

These served as a basis for the present study.
Average densities were read off the graphs

at la-day intervals from April 10 to August R
(compare with Figures 1 and 2). To simplify
matters, it was assumed that the \'ariation of
density values \I'ould be the same for all
crops and all dates, and based on the original
obsen'ations, an estimated a\'erage value of
U.04 for the standard deviation was adopted,
/\ normal distribution was simulated, i,e., for
each crop and each date 9 ohsen'ations were
drawn from this distrihution at random, The
dOl ta matrix considered here therefore consists
of 99 subjects (9 for each crop t\'pe), for
\I' hich \I'e h'l\'e ohsel'\'a tions on 13 varia hies
(densitometric \'ellues at lO-day intervals).

This matrix was suhjected to a linear
discriminant analysis. Discriminant analysis
is a multi-\'ariate statistical method that
calculates functions \I'hich discriminate be
tween groups in an optimu m manner, Optimum
means the following: The individual observa
tions belonging to one group can be visualized
as a cluster of points in a multi-dimensional
space defined by the variables in question.
The discriminant functions calculated by the
analysis determine boundaries which produce
a set of subspaces, one subspace for each
group. The location of the boundaries is such
that a minimum number of misclassifications
(i.e., individual points lying in the incorrect
subspace) occur. Functions are linear equa
tions of the form

)' = a + b,x, + b2.\:, + ' .. + bmr,,,,

where y is the discriminant score, Xi is the
score on i-th original variable (i = 1, m). b;
is the weight (coefficient) attached to the i-th
variable, and a is a cons tan t (for a more
detailed discussion of mathematics in vol ved
see Kendall, 1961).

New observations not contained in the
original data set can be allocated in exactly
the same way, by making use of the pre
viously determined discri minan t functions,
I t should be noted, therefore, that automated
aerial or space surveys do not differ from the
basic principles of conventional photo inter
pretation, i.e., the selection of a sample of
subjects of known identity, the establishment
of a key based on this sample, and the appli-

seasonal reflectance measurements taken withi n
the visible part of the spectrum.

Phenological observations taken by the Swiss
\1eteorological Service in the years concerned
formed the basis for adjusting all dates of photog
raphy to a standard phenological time table valid
for the Zurich area and an average year.

cation of the key information to classify all
other subject in the study area whose
identity is not known as yet. For the mathe
matical solution the discriminant functions
represent the key, and the comparison of the
c1assi fication of sam pie su bj ects as prod uced
by the analysis wi th the true iden ti ty of these
subjects pro\'ides a statistical estimate for
the overall accuracy of the sun'ey.

The application of discriminant analysis to
the present example \I'ith 99 subjects (11
li,TOUpS with 9 members each) and 13 \'ariables
resulted in a crop classification \I'ith 100 per
cent accuracy. This outcome seems to indi
cate that accurate crop sun'e\'s could be
conducted using remote sensing techniques
within the visible spectral hand, provided
that observations were repeated a fair num
ber of times during the growing season. \\'c
are a\\'are of the difficulties produced by the
presence of freq uen t cloud CO\'er o\'er certai 11

areas, of course. I-JO\\'e\'er, data gathering at
more irregular intervals might produce satis
factory results, or else the use of another
spectral band less or not affected by clouds
might be the solution, Another question not
dealt \\'ith here is the problem of spatial
resolution from satellite altitudes,

After having demonstrated the possibility
of arriving at 100 percent corrcct crop classi
fications by com bi ni ng obsen'ations taken 011

13 different days, \\'C can ask \I'hether the
same, or at least a sufticient accuracy, could
not be obtained \\'ith a smaller number of
variables, This is a matter of economy; in
fact, \I'e \I'ould ha\'e to expect a resources
satellite to he a multi-purpose sensing plat
form and, conseq uen tl y, the smaller the
number of days required for gathering data
on crops, the more freq uen tl y the orbi ti ng
spacecraft could perform other functions.

To answer the abo\'e question, we have to
sort out the variables according to their
discri mi nati ng pO\l'er in descendi ng order.
This can be done by calculating a F-ratio
(ratio of between-group variance to \I'ithin
group variance) for each of them. The higher
the F-value, the better the discri minatioll
provided by the variable in question, These
F-values are listed in Table 1.

This is the old question asked in land use
photo interpretation, namely, \I'hat is the
best single season for separating crops on the
basis of tonal differences, reformulated and
answered in numerical terms, Table 1 indi
cates that] u ne 9 is the best date among the
13. \\'e have to assume that the variable
associated with that day will, if subjected to
a discri minan lanaI ysis, also prod uce the
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FIG. 1. Seasonal changes of average photographic densities of winter wheat, spring barley, natural

hay, winter rye, spring wheat and sown hay, measured on low-altitude panchromatic aerial photographs:
Valid for the Zurich area, Switzerland. The letters indicate the average dates or time periods for the
folJowing phenological aspects or fanning activities: C, cutting (harvesting); E, emerging; P, flowering;
H, heading; P, planting; R, beginning of ripening; S, sowing.
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FIG. 2. Seasonal changes of average photographic densities of winter barley, potatoes, rape, oats
and beets, measured on low-altitude panchromatic aerial photographs. Valid for the Zurich area,
Switzerland.
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TABLE 1. F-VALUES (BETWEEN-GROUP (VARIANCE/

WITH! -GROUP VARIANCE):FOR ALL'13 VARIABLES

IN DESCENDING ORDER

best crop classification. Vile therefore take
variable No.7 as our first variable to enter
the analysis. The resul ts of the classification
are given in Table 2.

The overall accuracy, al though it is remark
ably high for a detailed crop classification by
means of only one variable, is certainly not
sufficient for practical purposes. Vile might
now be inclined to select the variable with
the second highest F-ratio (this would be
variable o. 5, corresponding to May 20;
see Table 1) and then repeat the analysis for
a combination of variables 7 and 5. This
combination, however, will not necessarily
result in a significant increase in classification

Varia-ble no.

7
5
6
.1
4

11
10
2

12
9

13
8
I

Corresponding date

June 9
May 20
May 30
:\pril 30
:'Itay 10
July 19
July 9
.\pril 20
July 29
June 29
Aug. 8
June 19
April 10

F-value

141.3
140.9
12.1.7
117.0
103.0
84.6
81.-1
69.0
64.6
62.7

55.9
42.3
36.2

accuracy. Variables 7 and 5 represent obser
vations taken only 20 days apart, and crops
may exhibit some similarity in appearance at
the beginning and at the end of this period.
I n other word , the two variables may be
correlated with each other to some degree, and
thereby little information will be added.
Consequently, one should be aware of this
problem and not select variables which are
close to each other in time.

A non-subjective and entirely straigh t
forward solution to this problem of correla
tion between variables is provided by multiple
discriminant analysis. This is a type of multi
variate statistical technique which is similar
to factor analysis, and since the term multiple
discriminant analysis is sometimes used for
the analysis explained earlier as well, we
suggest that the method outlined below be
called discriminant factor analysis. Simple
factor analysis is a numerical technique devel
oped primarily by psychologists and it has
been introduced to other sciences within the
last decade or so. The purpose of factor analy
sis is to break down and simplify the com
plexity - of a highly intercorrelated multi
variate data set by determining a minimum
number of new independent (uncorrelated)
variables (factors) which explain a ma:\imum
amount of the original data variation satis
factorily. The basis from which factors are
extracted is the matrix of simple correlation
coefficients between original variables (see
Harman, 1967). Similarly, discriminant factor
analysis produces from a large set of \'ariables

TABLE 2. CLASSIFICATION MATRIX PRODUCED BY A DISCRIMINANT ANAL YSIS WITH VARIABLE NO.7

Nf-f SH WII' 511' WR HiB SB OA PO BE R.I

NH So 11 .13

SH 3:1 11 II 11 ,).)

VVW 33 22 .)~) \I

S\\' 11 .'is 22 II

\\' I{ II II II 67-
\\'13 11 33 -1-1 0 11

SB II \I 21 \I ~l II

01\ II 22 11 56
['>0 118 11

-
BE II 1111

I{i\ .'i(, -1-1

Overall accuracy: 55% (54 out of 99 sample points classified correctly).
Explanations to Table 2: NH-natural hay, SH-sown hay, \\'VV = winter wheat, S\V = spring wheal,

\\'R=winter rye, WB=winter barley, SB=spring barley, OA=oats, PO = potatoes, BE = beets, R.A
= rape. Figures indicate percentages. Correct classifications occur in the diagonal (underlined) cells,
incorrect allocations in the off-diagonal cells. Thus, in the case of natural hay, 5 out of 9 sample points (or
56%) were classified correctly as natural hay, whereas 3 sample points (33%) were misclassified as rape
and I (11 '70) as winter rye.
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TABLE 3. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ORIGINAL

VARIABLES AND DISCRIMI ANT FACTORS

---

April 10 0.33 -0.68 o.n
April 20 0.53 -0,72 0.21

3 .-\pril 30 0.62 -U.65 U.33
.j :\-lay 10 0.80 -0.32 0.36
5 :\Iay 2U O.8! 0.50 -U,1O
6 :VIa)' 30 U.82 0.52 0.02
7 .I une 9 0.87 0.30 0.12
8 June 19 0.47 0.57 0.28
<) .I une 29 -0.06 0,88 -0.04

10 .lull' 9 -0.26 0.47 0.80
11 July J9 -0.33 0.22 0.86
12 .lull' 29 -0,59 0,11 0.52
13 .'\ug. 8 -0,72 -0.18 0.37

to various crops within a given area and not
in the spatial distribution of these crops. 1n
this case we can compare the total number of
sample points allocated to each group by the
computer with the actual total number of
sample points within each group. This
com parison, together \\,i th percen tage de\'ia
tions, is given in Table 5.

\Vinter wheat and spring \\'heat sho\\' the
largest de\'iations in the abO\'e Table, and
one might reject the solution based on three
\'ariables only if these two grain types are
important for the area in question. This leads
us to point out that the analysis could, of
course, be modified by attaching weights to
individual crops. The importance of crops
could be expressed by simple frequency

a reduced number of new independent vari
ables (discriminant factors) which, in this
application, account for as much of the
discriminating power of the old variables as
possible. To this end a W-'B matrix is
factored instead of the correlation matrix,
where matrix B contains the betll'een-group
cross products of deviations of group from
grand mea ns \\'eigh ted by grou p sizes, and
matrix II' the pooled within-group cross
products of de\'iations of individual score~

from group means. as explained by Coole\'
and I.ohnes (1962) and Veldman (1967).

One of thc products of discriminant factor
anal~'sis is a matrix of correlations between
old variables and factors. Tablc 3 lists the
correlations obtained from a discriminant
factor analysis of our J3-dimcnsional data set
[or thc first 3 factors, These three factors
together account for 88 percent of the dis
criminating power of the original variables.
As the factors themselves are uncorrelated,
we can expect to get a classification with a
high degree of accuracy if we elect the three
original \'ariables that best represent these
factors, i.e., for each factor the variable that
cOtTelates highest with it (underlined in
Table 3). Consequently, we select variables
7, 9, and 11 and perform with them a dis
criminant analysis as before. The results of
the classi fication are prO\'ided by Table 4.

Thus it is possible to obtain a very high
classification accuracy \\,ith only three \'ari
abIes. Should one decide that it is still not
su fficien t, one could, of cou rse, incl ude more
\'ariables. \\'c can also look at the accuracy in
another way. Jn a practical sUI'\'ey we may be
intcrested solely in the total acreage devoted

I 'ariabLe
110.

J)all'

I

Farlor no,

II III

TABLE 4. CLASSIFICATION MATRIX PRODUCED BV A DISCRIMINANT ANALVSlS WITH VARIABLES 7, 9 AND 11

N11 S11 11'11' SII' WR I j'jj SB O.-j PO I3E I<.~

\JH 89 11
SII 100
\\'\\' II 78 11
S\\ IOU
\YR

-
II 67 22

\ \'I:l 2L 67 11
SB IOU
01\ II 89
PO 100
BE 100
RA 100

---

Overall accuracy: 90% (89 out of 99 sample points c1assil;ed correctly)
1"01' explanations see Table 2,
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TABLE 5. COMPARISO:\, OF CO~I PUTER-GE);ERATEV

GROUP FREQUENCIES \\'!T1l .-\CTUAL FREQUENCIES

1· Computer- I I I> i"ype i .·r/un enentce"JatlOll
of rro h

f
generatec

CC
) freqllcnrv VI) CCC-A)j.I.I00)

. f/ requency' .

;\H <) l) ()

SH <) C) ()

\\W 7 <) -22
S\\' 12 <) +33
\\'R Q t} ()

\\'H R Q -II
5B Q Q 0
OA R l) -II
PO Q <) ()

HE t} <) ()

RA 10 9 +11

For explanation of crop abbreviations see Table
2.

coefficien ts, or clse by some cconomical co
cfficients. [t has been demonstrated in anothcr
paper (Steincr and l\Iaurcr, 1969) that thc
mod ification of grou p mem bersh ip probabili
ties as produced by discriminant analysis u\
"elative frequencics favours thc predominant
crops, i.e., their classification accuracy in
creases, whereas infrequent crops may dis
appear from the results of the analysis com
pletely.

Let us conclude the analysis of our example
by stating that the abo\'c findings may be
some\\·hat too optimistic for at least three
reasons:

1. The assumcd average slalldard deviation of
densitomctric vailles around me;Lns (0.0+)
may be too small;

2. For simplicity, \\'e made t he assumption that
all fields belonging to a particular crop group
are harvested on the same day;'· .

3. Because of atmospheric interference, COII
trasts between crops as scell from space will
he smaller than the Olles used here, which arc
hased on low altitllde photography.

SO~'IE SUGGESTIO:--1S FOR OPERATIO:--1AL

AUTO~IATED CROP St'RVEYS

FRO~I SPACE

Suppose an orbiting spacecraft senses the
earth's surface and transmi ts signals to
ground stations \\·hcrc they arc processed.
The following is a broad outline of the pro
cedure which possibly may be follo\\'ed in the
preparation and execu tion of au tomated
crop surveys:

.- Perfornl a regioJl<Llizalioll uf l he :;Ufvey area,
lor example, of the United Stalcs of America,
or of the entire North Amcrican Continent, ill
terms of land use and climate, i.e., subdivide the
survey area into a set of regions which are in

both respeClS as highly homogeneous a, possible.
This could be accomplished by usillg such mulli
variate techniqlles as distance grouping (see
\'eldman, 1(67) and discriminant analysis (ex
plai ncd above):
• Select for all the regions representative sample

'Lreas ;uld lliap land use within these areas;
• I.et the orbiting resources satcllite make ob

,erv;Ltions in promisillg spectral bands during
one growing season as continuously as feasible.
This step is needed to determine for each rcgion
the most efficient key information, i.e., the mini
mum amount of information which produces a
required degree of accuracy. It \\'ottld involve
high costs initially, but would certainly payoff
in the long run. Provide also locational key
information so that perfect spatial registral ion i"
possible between sequential coverages.
• Start opcrational survey the foIIO\\'ing year
and have the satellite sensing each region on the
most suitable days. Of course, it will not bc possi
ble to express a suitable day simply as a calendar
day; instead it should be related to the pheno
logical development of crops. In an advanced
stage, it should be possible to automate fully the
decision as to when to collect the information as
,,·ell. Observations on meteorological variables
highl~' correlated "'ith the phenology of crops
may be provided by automatic weather stations
and/or by "'eather satellites and fed into a com
putcr \\'hich in turn controls the functions of the
satellite.
• Store signals received from satellite until in

formation SCI is complete, then process and
introducc crop \\'eigh ts 10 modify classi r,cation
if necessal'\·.
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Book Review
OVERVIEW, A Lifelong Adventure in Aerial Photography, by
Brig. Gen. George \71/. Goddard, SAF (ret.), with DeWitt S.
Copp: Doubleday & Co., Garden City, N. Y.; xiii+415 pp., 32 pp.
b&w photos (not numbered); S8.95.

If this is not the most fascinating book eyer
written by a member of ASP-an Honorary
M mber since 1952 to be precis then I am
abysmally ignorant of the literature. Many
members of the Society have written or
contributed to books. All such books known
to me are technical and usually didactic in
intent and hence ineligible for filing on the
shelf labeled "Books I Read Because I 'vVant
To."

General Goddard presen ts his memoirs of
half a century in aerial photographic re
connaissance with the aid of a ghost writer,
De\Vitt S. Copp, who can be classed as a
journeyman but not an expert. I am surprised
that the publisher didn't supply a good editor
to scour the text and remove the unnecessary
and annoying little Raws that remain. Here I
speak as an editor myself, I admit. The Raws
I note will not be visible to the vast majority
of readers. but they annoy me when I see
them in a book that should be read by e\'ery
mem ber of ASP.

No doubt the book was compiled by the
modern technique of taped interviews. More
than 175 people are listed by name as having
contributed information. I do hope that the
tapes have not been destroyed, as most of
them would be even more interesting than
the text at hand.

Most of the text is cast in the first person,
which is as it should be, because this is the
story as General Goddard lived it and saw it.
The younger members of ASP will be amazed
to learn that Goddard spent no less than 14
years as a First Lieutenant, from 1920 to
1934, all the while performing at a level that
can hardly be called routine. He had other
offers, notably from Sherman Fairchild (an
other Honorary Member of ASP, and by far
its richest), but he stuck with the Army Air
Corps. 1\ly explanation is that Goddard had
two professional loves-photography and
aviation-and the Air Corps offered virtually
unlimited opportunity for Rying, and ap
parently it didn't matter if you washed out a


